
INSIGHT AND INSPIRATION FOR A DIVIDED WORLD 
Animals live with a sense of being and purpose that is free of politics and 
financial concerns. Talking and listening to them connects us with the earth 
in a way that helps to fill the empty spaces within ourselves. From playful 
to profound, this authentic perspective from Lauren’s conversations with 
animals offers insight and inspiration on universal topics:

n How we can better connect; to each other and to the earth
n How can we rediscover the love and beauty all around us? 
n The importance of finding your tribe
n How can we view death?
n Perspectives to help us navigate life

These messages from animals are a bridge connecting us to all of nature, a 
balm for our troubled world.

LAUREN’S RECORD SPEAKS FOR ITSELF
n Four international bestselling books, published in five countries
n Over 5,000 students trained in animal communication
n Over 400 lectures and workshops in the United States, Europe, 
 Canada, Taiwan, China and Japan
n Founder of the Lauren McCall Animal Communication Academy
n Lecturer at the International Pet World College in Japan teaching 
 animal communication
n Reader’s Favorite pick for her latest book Animal Wisdom    
 Word Search, Yoga for the Brain
n Over twenty years of travel to all parts of the world, 
 communicating with animals in the wild, zoos and 
 companion animals

n    Creator of Animal Wise podcast with thousands of listeners world wide

Lauren McCall
What Animals Teach Us

So how does she do it? 
 First, Lauren puts on her caftan and turban, 
then gazes deeply into her crystal ball…NOT! 

Lauren is an international businesswoman, 
author and speaker who is one of the world’s 
premier animal communicators and teachers. 
She is not trying to convert you, but she does 
have an important message to share, gleaned 
from over 20 years in the field.



“Our thanks and joy for the gifts you’ve given to all the world – in 
your books, meetings, and the talks you’ve shared with so many 
of us. Thanks to you, we’ve already improved in this lifetime.”
—  Richard Bach 
 Author 
 Jonathan Livingston Seagull

“Lauren McCall, an inter-species communicator, shares  
conversations that offer a new level of understanding that bridges 
the gap between humans and our non-human companions.”
—  Amy Raines 
 for Readers’ Favorite on Lauren’s newest book: 
 Animal Wisdom Word Search
 
“Lauren is a dynamic, heartfelt speaker with an important  
message. Whether or not you believe in animal communication, 
the concepts she shares provide welcome, thoughtful inspiration 
for today’s world.”
—  Sharon M. Harmon, CAWA 
 President and CEO 
 Oregon Humane Society

“Having built an internationally recognized business, I have both 
heard and hosted many inspirational speakers over the years. 
Lauren’s down-to-earth, genuine presentation is both provoca-
tive and moving, with welcome thoughtful inspiration for today’s 
world.”
—  Susan Sokol Blosser 
 Founder
 Sokol Blosser Winery

“She is a fascinating speaker who is capable 
of relaying to us some of the deepest 
thoughts that animals have. 
Listening to her will expand your 
horizons.”
—  Keiko Yamazaki 
 Executive Director 
 Animal Literacy 
 Research Institute

If you are looking for an 
inspirational speaker who:
n  Doesn’t deliver the same old  “You can do it”  
 message
n  Can help us better connect with our planet
n  Doesn’t want to sell or convert you
n  Gets your audience talking about life’s 
 fundamentals in a positive way

 YOU ARE LOOKING FOR LAUREN MCCALL!

Lauren McCall

BOOK LAUREN MCCALL
For booking information, contact:

Bertha Edington
bertha@getmarketinginfluence.com

619-851-8026
http://integratedanimal.com


